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in 1928 and for his remarka
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It is not easy to say
are evolving with the help
better and easy. Not only this, 
possible like man is reaching
been invented.Therefore science 
lives.India has also contributed
great scientists were born
of sci ence and made a separate
year the national science

In 1928 an Indian
Raman discovered a phenomenon 
his remarkable discovery
first Nobel prize in India in the field of Science and 
discovery every year National
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celebrated all over India on 28 h February
enomenon of Raman Eflect by CV 

remarkable discovery in 1930 he hot Nobel
Nobel prize for India in the field of science.

say the way science and new technologies 
help of science, human have made
only this, we have made impossible 

reaching into space,robots,computers
been invented.Therefore science holds great importance 

contributed a lot in the Field of science.Many 
born in India and recognized India 
separate place too. On 28 h of February

science day is celebrated in India. 

Indian scientist Sir Chandrasekhara
Raman discovered a phenomenon known as Raman Efiect 

discovery in 1930 he got Nobel prize, which
first Nobel prize in India in the field of Science and to 

National Science Day celebrated.
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covernment Degree college, Medak, Departme nt of Physics 
celebrated the ”National Science Day" on March 1st, 2021 as a 
mark of respect to the most eminent scientists of India and the 
World. Dr. C.v. Raman .As part of the celebrations, competitions 
were held for students of GDC, Medak College on 27 h February 
2021. The competitions included Chart modei making, there was 
enthusiastic paxicipstion for all the competitions from the 
students. 

 

Sri Dr. A.5udhaker, principal of the 
coilege expressed his views on 
how we should never fear to 
follow our dreams and never stop 
questioning. He addressed the 
gathering by saying that students 
should participste actively in all 
the csrrier building programmes 
organised by the college. 

 

Smt C.Sudha Rani, lecturer in 
physics adressed the gathering 
by giving the informstion about 
the depax ment of Physics and 
cirricular and cocurricuiar 
activities organised by the 
department. She advised 
students to participate in student 
study projects, filed visits and 
encouraged students to prepare 
models based on physics. 



 
 

srl A.Venu gopal Rao, lenurer 
In cheminry expressed 
happineu for huge 
participation of students in 
science day celebratlons. He 
advlsed studenu to do minor 
esearch projects, 

 
 
 

SriJ.Pashupathi Sharma, 
lecturer in mathematiu, 
addreued the gathering by 
sagng the impoxance of 
uience, In day to day life. He 
recollected the use of physics 
for the time we wake up to 
time we sleep. 

 

Sri Dr. P.Mattaiah Yadav, 
lectuer in Engllsh, addressed 
the studenQ by sagng to 
ancoumga mral Innovations, 
mralulenQ, those ae 
helpful@ De presenu, 
handlcrgfts, and tmdRlonal 
pro&aionds, to make 6em 
wofkaaa¥and @ uve there 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


